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GENETIC MODIFICATION - IS A GENETICALLY MODIFIED WORLD        
INEVITABLE? 
 
Hello delegates, I’m Kirsty Cram Mitchell and I will be chairing the Human Rights              
committee alongside Matthew Fox. I have participated in many MUNs since my first             
year of high school and I’m really looking forward to chairing for the first time at North                 
Berwick High School MUN. I think we have chosen interesting topics for debate and look               
forward to seeing everyone’s contribution at this year's MUN. 
 
I would strongly suggest that as preparation for the debate you write a position paper               
on your country’s viewpoint on the issue. This should only be around 50-75 words as it                
is just a summary. If you are aiming to win an award it is vital that you send your                   
position paper. You can email your position paper for this debate to            
nb14cramk@edubuzz.org . As well as writing a position paper, I highly recommend that             
you write a resolution paper on the topics which reflects your country’s views;             
expressing what actions your country would want the UN to take. Writing a resolution              
allows you to be more involved in the debate and helps you learn the format of Model                 
United Nations if you haven’t participated before. If you have any inquiries about             
writing a resolution or the format of the debate please email me with any questions! 
 
Genetic modification involves the altering of genes; including plants, animals, and           
microorganisms. Genetic modification is often used to produce a product an organism is             
lacking. This is done by isolating the required gene from the source chromosome and              
extracting a plasmid from a bacterial cell. The required gene is extracted from the cell               
and part of the plasmid is cut off by enzymes. The required gene is then inserted into                 
the plasmid and sealed by enzymes. The modified gene is the put into a new bacterial                
host cell (which becomes a genetically modified cell). The bacteria cells then divide and              
produce the required product. Insulin for treating diabetes, Factor VIII for treating            
haemophilia and human growth hormone for treating dwarfism are made using genetic            
engineering.  
 
Despite genetic modification being used to treat, what were incurable diseases, many            
believe that it should not be carried out. This is because many believe that it is immoral                 
to alter genetics as everyone’s DNA is unique. It is also argued that altering genetics can                
lead to genetic enhancement where people are being genetically modified to change            
definitive things about themselves. It is argued that this allows people to play “God” and               
allow them to control areas that are part of a person’s physical and mental health.  
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Genetic modification is a difficult issue when it comes to enhancement. Though there             
are many reasons to support an enhanced society, such as enabling people to be more               
capable and curing diseases. It can also be overused and give people in positions of               
power the ability to create a “perfect race”. 
 
Points to consider: 
 
-Problems with the process of genetic modification 
-Effects genetic modification may have on your country 
-Previous use of genetic modification for enhancement or otherwise in your country 
-What restrictions should there be on genetic modification? 
-How are these restrictions carried out and enforced? 
 
Useful links: 
 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-41161425  
 
http://uk.businessinsider.com/what-countries-allow-researchers-to-edit-human-embr
yos-2015-10?r=US&IR=T  
 
http://gm.org/2007/08/29/european-view-on-genetic-modification/  
 
http://www.nationalgeographic.com/magazine/2016/08/human-gene-editing-pro-con
-opinions/  
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